
Installation of double header beams 

 

 
 

The double header beam is good for greater spans between posts of the patio covers.  It also 

works well with fiberglass columns. (See the instruction manual for the fiberglass columns in 

the drop down menu  of Coverkits web site for installation.) The double headers will look great 

with the columns, giving more mass to the top of the cover.  Steel C beams are sometimes 

inserted into the headers for maximum spans, and are a requirement for free standing covers.  If 

steel C beams are used, then footings and steel post are also required. 

Refer to the engineering drawings that are sent with the order and the instructions for free 

standing covers in the drop down menus of the Coverkits web site for installation. 

Coverkits will inform you the type of columns that you will require but for reference the 

engineering instructions are at the bottom last page of the double header instructions.  

 

If the cover is solid, then the Alumawood sleeve and the cloverleaf steel or aluminum post 

Will be the same length and flush to the top of the header beam. If you are building a lattice  

Cover, then the top of the post must be sealed with a 3’’ x 3’’ post cap. The top of the post cap  

Will be ¾’’ high after it is inserted, so to insure that is flush to the surface of the header beam, 

The Alumawood post needs to be ¾’’ lower than the top of the header. If not you will have 

interference with the installation of the aluminum slats. The cap will insert into the 3’’ x 3’’ 

Alumawood sleeve but the steel or aluminum insert must be one inch below the sleeve or the 

insert will interfere with the cap. 



                              
 

 

 

For further information for the steel C beams see the instructions for the free standing patio 

covers in the installation drop down menus of the Coverkits web site. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Drill the 5/8’’ holes in the header beams in the center of the post, two inches down from the top 

and bottom of the header beam. Put two screws in each hole, and then install the vinyl screw 

plugs.  

 

As stated earlier, the posts that you will receive in your kit is determined by Coverkits  

From the information that you give us. The projection, width, height, wind loads, and live loads 

All are important for the cover to be compliant to the building codes of your area. Make sure 

that this information is correct when placing the order. Your local building dept. will help you 

with the wind and live load requirements. 

When you are referring to the ICC engineering look at the post spacing for the lattice or solid 

covers. 

The first column is the live load or snow loads from 10 pound live to 60 pound live.  

The tributary width is described in the tributary tables. The tributary width is about half of the 

projection plus 1.  This is determined by the overhang of the cover. 

See the double header beam table, go to the proper tributary and refer to the post column.    

 



The post type description as A, B, C, E, F, G which is defined in the post tables. Table 2.3 

lattice covers at 10 lb live load, and table 3.3 for live loads over 10 lb. live load. Table 5.3 for 

solid covers at 10 lb. live load, and 6.3 table for over 10 lb. live load. In most cases the post will 

be the 3’’x 3’’ Alumawood post with aluminum insert for 90 mph winds and 10 lb live load. If 

the live load or snow load is greater than 10 lb, then the steel insert will be required. If the cover 

is 6’ projection or less it would be just the 3’’x 3’’ post with no insert. You are welcome to call 

our office and we will gladly help you with the engineering. You will need to highlight the  

Engineering that is applicable for your project when you submit for the permit.  

. 


